
Places of Interest 
 

The Borderwood: 
The eastern side of the Realm is surrounded by the Great Wood, a dense, ancient wilderness. 
Along the outer rim of the Great Wood lies what men call the Borderwood: a vast section of 
woodland, tamed by years of human intervention and occupancy. 
 
Make no mistake, the Borderwood is still wilderness, but it is a wilderness that--unlike the Great 
Wood--doesn’t actively try to expel Man from its domain. 
 
Most elves and woodland gnomes stick to the Great Wood, but they appear from time to time, 
sometimes interacting with the woodland clans of Arbom and Venhom. 
 
Padrac infestations (kobolds in game terms, MM 195) are common in the northern wood, 
tunneling down from the Ung-Drac Peaks. 
 
The Burrows: 
The Burrows is the curious homeland of halflings.  A rural, peaceful community, it is not on any 
human map. Halflings claim to know its whereabouts, but no one has been able to verify that. 
Some people think they just made it up, but if that’s the case, it is a very elaborate and organized 
lie because halflings at all corners of the Realm claim to have intimate knowledge of it, and 
they’re all telling the same story.  
 
Death’s Gate: 
The tip of the Sword Sea flows into a tight strait, running through a mountain pass along the 
southwestern end of the Green Mountains. The mountains this far south are no longer green, and 
the adjacent Night Mires cover the pass in eternal fog. 
 
The Legend says that after Lucian smote Noc, knocking his body across the Realm, creating the 
Sword Sea, Noc’s material form crashed into the western mountains, creating the pass. 
 
This straight is the supposed gateway to the Afterlife, so men typically give it a wide berth. 
 
The Ferdent Mountains: 
At the southeast corner of the Realm lie the Ferdent Mountains. Riddled with mines, old and 
new, it has been producing ore and riches for generations, and it doesn’t seem to be slowing 
down. The steel produced from Ferdent ore is visibly lighter than other ore. It is commonly 
called Lucite steel. It is considered superior in quality, and items made of this steel will fetch a 
higher price in most human settlements. 
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The Lucites control the Ferdent mines, and it has been one of the reasons they have dominated 
the Realm over the years. 
 
Finite Forest: 
Towards the southern end of the Lignavia River, to the east of the Night Mires, the Finite Forest 
is a forest of very tall, slender fir trees. Evil things roam this forest. 
 
As a rite of passage, the Horuk high-orc tribes send young warriors into the Finite Forest alone 
with a single axe. They are to find a specific type of tree, fell it, and drag it back to the tribe. 
Those that survive craft that tree into their first cavalry lance. 
 
First-Mens’ Forest: 
To the northwest of Princeholm, the First-Men’s Forest has stood since before the fall of the First 
Empire. The First-Men’s Road runs straight through the middle of it. The road through the 
woods was overgrown for years, and it wasn’t until the rulers of Princeholm ordered the path 
clear that Man re-established contact with the Mountain Kingdom. 
 
The nobles of Princeholm control hunting in the forest--most notably the Ceredan Arasia 
family--and the Turnpike Legion runs patrols to try to deter bandits. If you stay on the road, it 
should be a relatively safe journey.  Leave the road, however... 
 
First-Mens’ Road: 
The men of the First Empire built a stone road that spans the realm from Princeholm to the Back 
Gate of the Mountain Kingdom. Cutting through the First Men’s Forest, it was lost for years, but 
it has been repaired and maintained over the past half century. 
 
The Flum River: 
Pronounced “floom,” this major river runs south from the Ung-Drak Peaks and meets with the 
Lignavia at Princeholm. Once an artery for ore from the Peaks in the days of the First Empire, it 
no longer serves that purpose since padracs (kobolds in game terms, MM 195) infested the peaks 
during the Fall. 
 
Forts are built along the river to keep the padracs at bay, and some Primhom and Ceredan nobles 
holiday along the river, employing rangers as hunting or fishing guides. 
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Forum Lake: 
A large, freshwater lake south of Princeholm. Its waters often serve as a neutral meeting place 
for Ceredan and Primhom noble families. The shores are lined with country estates belonging to 
some of the most affluent families in the Realm. 
 
The Great Wood: 
The Great Wood is a place of mystery and terror. It is not a place for civilized man. The Fey own 
this place. It is ancient and primal, and it does not appreciate visitors. 
 
The Green Mountains: 
These mountains line the western edge of the Realm. For most of the range, they are covered 
with thick fir trees, but as they get closer to Death’s Gate at the southern end, they become more 
barren. 
 
The Pyrians have been harvesting timber near Lake Umbram for the past decade and using it as 
trade for the Mountain Kingdom and Rontamon. 
 
Lake Umbram: 
Lake Umbram is a large, freshwater lake in the northwest corner of the Realm. It is a beautiful 
sight with the Green Mountains to the west and the Pyrian Slab to the north. Fire’s Heart lies to 
its north, and the treacherous Ruins of Meridore are on the southern shore. 
 
Light’s Path: 
The Lucite Church built the road known as Light’s Path from Lucidom to Princeholm. It passes 
through Brium along the way, and it is a major tradeway. 
 
Lucite cavalry patrol the route, but it is a long road, so travelers beware. 
 
The Lignavia River: 
This major river dissects the Realm, starting from the Great Wood in the northeast and running 
all the way to Death’s Gate in the southwest. The Lignavia serves as the lumber road from 
Wood’s End to Princeholm. 
 
The Ruins of Meridore: 
Meridore was a thriving lake city during the First Empire. About fifty years ago, frontiersmen 
tried to settle and rebuild the city, but they were faced with problems from the start. For one 
thing, the ruins and catacombs of Meridore were infested with undead and other evil things. On 
top of that, the clay bricks that had built the original city were disintegrating, rendering them 
unusable for rebuilding. Because the First-Mens’ Road was still largely in disrepair--and the 
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Green Mountains were a bit too far away for easy transport of timber--building materials were in 
short supply. Then, to make matters worse, orc warbands began periodically emerging from 
across the lake. 
 
Just before the settlers decided to give up and retreat back to the First-Men’s Road, war broke 
out on the northern side of Lake Umbram. Lucites and Drawfkin were attempting to repel legions 
of orc invaders from the mountains. The battle ended in a spectacular explosion, and some of the 
settlers claimed to see Pyrian himself in the flames. 
 
After the battle, the settlers abandoned Meridore, and using the rubble from the explosion, 
helped to build the Pyrian settlement now known as Fire’s Heart on the northern side of the lake.  
 
To date, no humans have since tried to resettle Meridore. Scouts and rangers sometimes  report 
that both undead and orcs have been encountered in the area. 
 
The Night Mires: 
A treacherous bog at the tip of the Sword Sea, this is reportedly where the blood of Noc pooled 
at the foot of Death’s Gate. Unsavory things live in the Mires, and an unnatural, dark fog keeps it 
in perpetual twilight. 
 
It is rumored that the cult of Tenebris views the Night Mires as a sacred site. Clerics of Noc are 
said to pilgrimage there as part of their initiation. 
 
The Oho River: 
The Oho is a river that runs through the northern end of the Ferdent mountains where they meet 
the Borderwood. It flows into the eastern end of the Sword Sea at Lucidom. The miners in the 
town of Fermeus use the Oho to transport ore and other materials to the Lucite capital. 
 
The Roaming Wood: 
The Roaming Wood is a city-sized copse of trees that drifts about the plains of the Realm. Some 
say it’s good luck to unwittingly wake up among the trees, but many think of the wood as a 
malicious thing with ill intent. It will not appear on any maps because of its nomadic nature. 
 
The Sand Wastes: 
The vast desert, south of the Sword Sea, extends beyond the maps of the Realm’s cartographers. 
Endless dunes and salt flats, coupled with warrior nomads, make it an uninviting place to those 
who weren’t raised in such a sun-scorched place. 
 
The Sword Sea: 
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Created when Lucian defeated Tenebris, the Sword Sea is treacherous and unforgiving, and boats 
commonly set sail never to return. 
 
Seafaring is sometimes a necessary evil, and the Lucite Church has been trying to tame the 
eastern shores to promote faster trade with Princeholm and the desert city of Solomi. 
 
Few men have ever sailed into the western tip of the Sword Sea. Death’s Gate alone serves as a 
strong deterrent for any sailor who values his life. 
 
The Ung-Drak Peaks: 
In the north, the Flum River originates in the Ung-Drak Peaks. Pacracs (kobolds in game terms, 
MM 195) have long infested these Peaks and the surrounding hills, like termites in an abandoned 
cottage. The whole area is riddled with tunnels. Some of them are forgotten mines from days of 
old, but the padracs are always busy digging. Their tunnels spill into the Borderwood, so the 
rangers of Wood’s End and the Arbom Clan spend a lot of time pushing back the padrac 
infestation. 
 
Legend says that a great dragon laired in the Ung-Drak in ancient times, and tavern tales of 
dragon sightings in the area are not uncommon, although most dismiss it as fantasy. 
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